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Chairman’s Message 

The evenings are drawing-in, so the opening of a 

new Autumn series of meetings cannot be far away, 

and I am pleased to see a varied and fascinating 

programme of our own, and collaborative or nearby 

meetings of other organisations. I am particularly 

looking forward to the Geological Society's 

Manchester meeting on the underground canal 

system of Worsley, and the potential for 

consequential ground engineering problems. Closer 

to home, in November we will be holding one of 

our occasional Members' Evenings, where anybody 

with a geological topic can introduce it to the 

Association, whether it is a presentation on holiday 

geological encounters, a collection or just a 

meaningful rock which can be exhibited. Please 

contact Cathy or Keith to discuss, receive 

encouragement or select a place in the running 

order at the November meeting - there's still plenty 

of time to prepare. 

Geologists may not need to be told that volcanoes 

are special, but a remarkable accolade has been 

attached to the unique edifice of Fujisan (Mount 

Fuji). At 3300 metres this is already Japan's highest 

mountain, elevated further by its sacred status and 

iconic in its beautiful form. The start of the 

ascending season was marked in June by the 

announcement that it is now a UNESCO World 

Heritage site on "cultural" rather than "natural" 

grounds. The UNESCO citation records: "From 

ancient times, pilgrims carrying a long staff, set off 

from the  compounds of the Sengenjinja shrines at 

the foot of the mountain to reach the crater at its 

summit where it was believed that the Shinto deity, 

Asama no Okami resided. At the summit, they 

carried out a practice called ohachimeguri 

(literally, “going around the bowl”), processing 

around the crater wall. There were two types of 

pilgrims, those who were led by mountain ascetics, 

and from the 17th century onwards, those in greater 

numbers who belonged to Fuji-ko societies that 

flourished in the prosperous and stable Edo period." 

However, we are brought down to Earth by the 

conclusion: "An overall conservation approach is 

needed for the upper routes and for the associated 

mountain huts in order to stabilize the paths, 

manage the erosion caused by visitors and water, 

and manage delivery of supplies and energy." It 

sounds just like our own, much-loved and much-

ascended Snowdon and similar popular, but purely 

secular peaks. 

Head Office at Burlington House has been 

conducting an audit of their local groups in order to 

check that they fulfil the minimum headcount for 

affiliation. We need 12 members of the 

NATIONAL body among our membership in order 

to enjoy the benefits of affiliation without charge 

To be fair, the benefits are not great, but they give 

us access to publicity through GA publications, two 

free copies of their glossy magazine (which I 

struggle to circulate fairly, or at all at times) and a 

rosy glow that comes from knowing that we are 

part of something much larger and with a track 

record in doing for amateur geologists what other 

organisations do for professionals. Annually on our 

membership form you are asked if you are ALSO a 

member of the GA in London, and this year 15 

people said they were. I was asked to identify them 

(name and postcode) so that they could be checked 

in the GA's records, and four people who 

confidently chose the "I AM" option were 

unknown, leading us to fall out of the virtual nest. 

Your committee will be discussing the outcome of 

this exercise, but I thought that a bit of explanation 

of that part of the renewal form would not go 

amiss, since it is apparently misunderstood by 

some. Membership of the Geologists' Association 

brings the option to participate in a field meetings 

programme which spans the globe, and two 

periodicals: the Magazine where news and 

meetings are publicised and reported, and the 

Proceedings where peer-reviewed research is 

published. A big step forward has been the 

availability of recorded London meetings on the 

Web, for which I am sure you need a good Internet 

connection. I would be criticised for not suggesting 

these benefits to prospective members. 

We look forward to your company at our 

forthcoming meetings, many of which are held at 

the hospitable and appropriate Pensychnant, but if 

you have any difficulty in reaching this admittedly 

remote spot, please let me know so I can arrange a 

lift for you. There is always a tea-urn in action 

before and after the meeting, so please join us for a 

social as well as geological occasion. 

Jonathan Wilkins 
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Articles: 

What are these then? 

Attached are photos of some fossils from a 

spoil heap believed to be of Upper 

Carboniferous age. The rock is finely 

laminated dark and slatey. Other rocks in the 

immediate vicinity are generally terrestrial or 

fluvial in origin. 

There are a lot of small plant fragments and 

they do not generally have any white deposits 

so I am wondering if these are animal 

remains? The whitish circles are 

approximately 1cm in diameter.  

 

Image 1: Pale sub-circular features 

 

Image 2: Close up of one of these features 

The possible fish scale (below) is about 2mm 

and the possible ostracod (immediately below) 

about 3mm, (if I have identified then 

correctly). 

 

Image 3: Ostracod? 

 

Image 4: Fish Scale? 

Anyone who can shed any further light on 

these fossils please let us know. 

The images were taken using a Canon 350D 

digital camera in natural light (copyright Lyn 

Relph). 

Lyn Relph 

More from the Anglesey 

Coalfields (further to Issue 67):  

Location  

The spoil from the Tai Hirion coal mine is 

located in the RSPB Cors Tygai reserve. It is a 
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low mound with evidence of auto-combustion, 

which has caused much material to be 

destroyed or severely degraded. The samples 

obtained come from an edge disturbed by 

machine activity. 

Sample size  125 x 95 x15 mm     weight 170g 

Composition: 

Shale rich coal, Lepidodendron bark patterns 

in coal. This appears to be a sample of forest 

floor detritus, derived principally from 

Lepidodendron material. Examination at 

higher magnification reveals a large number of 

discoidal shells, about 1mm across, with 

tubercular ornamentation, identified as 

Cypridacea ostracods. 

Images: 

The photographs were taken using a VEHO 

Discovery 001 digital microscope. In all cases 

the field of view is approximately 7mm. The 

camera uses its own built in illumination, the 

light display is therefore artificial. 

Commentary 

Ostracods are small crustaceans with a wide 

distribution, present in the fossil record from 

the early Cambrian to the present. 

Modern ostracods are predominantly benthic 

or pelagic throughout their life histories. 

These, freshwater, perhaps even terrestrial 

ostracods however are thought to belong to the 

Cypridacea (Order Podocopida) and most of 

them have smooth, thin, weakly calcified 

carapaces of a simple bean shape. The 

tubercles found on the shell are probably 

phenotypic, induced by low salinity. 

Many ostracods are filter feeders using the 

antennae or mandibles to catch and consume 

detritus or living organisms but Cypridopsis 

scavenges, holding plant and animal particles 

with its mandibles or antennae to tear at these 

with its maxillae. There are species of 

Mesocypris which live out of the hydrosphere, 

in the damp forest humus. 

It is no surprise, therefore, to find 

Carboniferous forest detritus with well- 

preserved ostracod fossils apparently 

occupying a similar niche to the modern 

Mesocypris. 

 

Image 1: Ostracod displaying tuburcules, the 

flat edge, lower right is the hinge. 

 

Image 2: Many ostracod shells in varied 

orientations 

Barry Wrightson   

Reference :  

Brasier, M. D. (1980), “Microfossils”, 

Chapman and Hall. 
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Eponymous Lingula Flags – for 

once! 

The beach at Portmeirion is, apart from being 

one of the most spectacular beaches in 

Christendom, a superb geological treasure 

trove. Rocks of the Ffestiniog Flag Formation 

are exposed in glorious coastal detail in the sea 

cliffs.  

Described in the BGS Lexicon as  

"Regular alternatives of quartzose siltstone 

and sandstone in beds up to 2m thick, 

interbedded with silty mudstone; abundant 

sedimentary structures” 

“Conformable and transitional, with the 

Maentwrog Formation. Marked by change in 

colour from pale to dark grey in mudstones, 

and an increase in sandstone"  

these beds were originally given the name 

“Lingula Flags” due to the presence of that 

great survivor from the Lower Palaeozoic, the 

brachiopod Lingula. Despite considerable 

success in finding evidence of burrowing 

activity in the presence of a rich ichnofauna; to 

date any evidence for body fossils has been 

sparse (or more accurately, absent!). 

However, during a visit in early May the Flags 

were tempted to give up one of their secrets. 

On an overhanging slab of rock, representing 

the base of a turbidite, a single detached valve 

of (presumably) Lingulella davisii (McCoy) 

showed itself. 

 

Image 1: Possible Lingulella davisii  

 

Image 2: Rather more populous example from 

Porthmadog, (on display in Oxford Museum of 

Natural History) 

Not perhaps the most inspiring 

palaeontological find North Wales has to offer, 

but welcome nevertheless. What is interesting 

about this particular find is its gentle tip of the 

hat towards the principle of  

uniformitarianism. The valve is seen to be 

nestled down in the lag of an ancient ripple, in 

exactly the same way as many hundreds of 

modern bivalve shells are seen to be all over 

the modern beach. 

 

Image 3: Side long view showing how the 

shell lies in the lag of a ripple 

  

Image 4: Modern ripples and shell  
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A  few centimetres away from the intact fossil 

is an apparent death assemblage of broken 

shell fragments, which again has modern 

analogous occurrences on the beach nearby. 

 

Image 5: Cambrian lag deposit of broken 

shells 

 

Image 6: Modern lag deposit of broken shells  

The images above represent a reasonably 

coherent palaeoecological history of the 

Cambrian. The museum quality specimen from 

Porthmadog shows unbroken although 

seemingly current aligned valves, in a fine 

grained mudstone, presumably associated with 

a quiet water setting perhaps on the outer 

shelf. However, the turbidites of the Ffestiniog 

flags represent a rather more vigorous 

environment, with the shells being broken up 

during transport, and reworked into the 

somewhat coarser silt and fine sand deposits 

associated with the turbidites. 

KHN 

Natural Resources Wales 

Consultation 

As part of our corporate planning process 

NRW is looking to gather the initial thoughts 

of its stakeholders and I am keen that you have 

the opportunity to have your say about 

geodiversity. This is only the start of our 

corporate planning process, but it will be 

important that we show that there is plenty of 

geo-type activity in Wales. Any response, 

however short, will help to flag up your 

particular interest and raise the profile of our 

geodiversity in Wales. If you could read this 

short article and fill in the one-page form 

appended at the back of this Newsletter that 

would be great. You can then send it to 

corporate.planning@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.go

v.uk (please copy me in). If you prefer you can 

just drop me a note and I will fill in the 

relevant parts. 

NRW’s key responsibilities are seen as being:- 

Principal adviser to the Welsh Government on 

the environment. 

Statutory consultee - we respond to 9,000 

planning applications every year. 

Designating authority for Sites of Special 

Scientific Interest, protecting sites that make 

up 30% of Wales’ land and waters. 

Regulator for over 40 different regimes, 

including: forestry, marine, special sites, 

nuclear, industrial, waste and water – 10,000 

permits, 65,000 rod licences and 100 marine 

licences every year. 

Land manager for 7% of Wales’ land area. 

Environmental operator - managing 120,000 

ha of woodlands, maintaining almost 2,000 

miles of flood defences and running a Wales 

laboratory. 

Recreation provider - running five visitor 

centres, 550 kilometres of mountain bike trails, 
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135 kilometres of horse riding trails, 450 

kilometres of walking trails and 75 picnic 

sites. 

Incident responder - dealing with 9,000 

reported incidents and issuing flood warnings 

to over 100,000 people. 

Commercial operator  - marketing 700,000 

tonnes of timber to fulfil 300 tree harvesting 

contracts. 

Prosecutor - taking enforcement action and 

prosecuting those who contravene the 

regulations and laws. 

Educator - helping 15,000 children and young 

people each year learn about the natural 

environment. 

Enabler - providing over £4m in grants to 

directly to partners every year for 

environmental benefits. 

Challenges ahead are seen to be: 

• For people and communities, for the 

economy and for the environment and wildlife. 

• Securing energy and fuel supply; 

provision of jobs and income; tackling the 

threats of climate change and flooding, 

improving people’s health and well-being. 

• Less money in families and 

communities, and within our and other 

organisations. 

• Transforming ourselves.  

NRW Draft Priorities are:- 

• maintaining and improving the quality 

of our environment (regulating industry; 

advising business and industry on best practice 

land and water management) 

• improving our resilience to climate 

change and other environmental pressures 

(aiming to halt biodiversity loss and bringing 

habitats into favourable condition and    

encouraging people to take action to help 

tackle the effects of climate change) 

• supporting jobs and enterprise by 

identifying a wide range of opportunities in 

land and water management; tourism, 

recreation and learning; health and wellbeing; 

community and social enterprises 

 • protecting people and communities 

from environmental incidents (flooding; 

pollution; coastal erosion; plant health) 

 • providing high quality opportunities to 

learn about, use and benefit from our natural 

resources (involving people in managing our 

natural resources; outdoor recreation and 

improvement in health and well-being; 

learning in and about our natural resources; 

urban green space and trees) 

 • understanding our impact, our 

environmental limits and opportunities to 

make best sustainable use of our natural 

resources (research and evidence; achieving 

Directive standards for our land and water 

resources) 

Seven shared outcomes have been agreed with 

the Welsh Government:- 

1. Enhancing our environment 

2. Protecting people 

3. Supporting enterprise and jobs 

4. Improving the nations’ health 

5. Viable and vibrant places 

6. Delivering social justice 

7. Supporting skills and knowledge 

Please give me a call if you want to discuss 

any of the issues. 

Raymond Roberts     
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Chilean Adventuring 

During its “golden” period, between about 

1850 and the mid-1870s, the Chilean copper 

industry dominated both global copper 

production, until it was surpassed by the USA 

in the 1880s, as well as the domestic economy. 

However, the history of copper mining and 

smelting extends however back into the 

colonial period during the 18th C when copper 

smelted by inefficient artisanal techniques was 

exported to India, China, Spain and the USA. 

During the period 1816-1824, 67% of all 

copper production was exported to Calcutta 

(India) while, after 1825, the USA had become 

the largest purchaser of “Chile bars” (refined 

copper), importing 55% of all copper 

production during the period 1844-1849. The 

UK and, to a much lesser extent, France and 

Germany were also important markets for the 

Chilean copper industry from the early 1830s 

onward.  From a very insignificant level of 

exports to the UK prior to 1830, Chile 

developed very rapidly to become the primary 

source of copper ore imports into the UK 

during the 1830s, although surpassed by Cuba 

during the 1840s and 1850s.  Swansea, Wales 

and, to a lesser extent, Liverpool were the 

primary UK ports of ore importation, although 

the proportion, and value of copper imports in 

the form of regulus and refined metal 

increased significantly in later decades, with 

metal imports, in particular, mainly focussed 

upon the ports  of Liverpool and London. 

 

Image 1: Site of former copper smelt, Tongoy, 

Chile 

While copper mining was dominated until the 

very late 19th Century by domestically owned 

and operated small to medium size mining 

enterprises, the smelting industry, and allied 

services, such as copper trading, financing and 

shipping was, to a large extent, controlled by 

British industrialists and companies.  Welsh 

smelting experts were prominently involved in 

managing and operating the smelter works 

which had adopted the “Swansea” smelting 

method, based on reverberatory furnaces and 

multiple firings, by the 1850s, during a period 

when the number of smelting works grew 

rapidly from 144 in 1845 to 249 in 1867.  By 

1893, however, the number of such works had 

declined to just 23, in part reflecting a failure 

to modernise smelting techniques in the latter 

part of the century.  Railways had been 

introduced into various mining districts in the 

1850s, and particularly in the 1860s, linking 

mines to smelters and ports, replacing mules 

which had dominated transport in the first half 

of the century.  

 

Image 2: Gravestone more at home in South 

Wales than South America 
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Expressions of interest are now being sought 

from individuals interested in participating in a 

5 to 7 day field excursion in September / 

October 2015, which is being advertised to 

mining history/ heritage groups in the USA, 

AUSTRALIA, IRELAND and the UK.  There 

is a provisional limit of c. 25 participants 

(excluding the organisers and specialist 

guides).  Interested parties should register their 

interest, which is currently non-committal, on 

a first come, first served basis to the dedicated 

excursion email address noted below by 

October 31, 2013.   

GREG DREW  and JOHN 

MORRIS  

All email enquiries to John Morris at: 

coquimbo15@gmail.com 

Reference: 

Llorca-Jaña, M. (2011) “Chilean copper 

exports to Wales during the nineteenth 

century: their impact on the Chilean and 

Welsh economies” Unpublished draft 

manuscript.  

Foot of faith? 

This image was taken at the bottom of a shaft 

excavation in the North West of England. The 

geology in the area is what we generally call 

the undifferentiated “Permo-Trias”, but at this 

particular location it is suspected to be the 

rocks at the boundary between the Sherwood 

Sandstone and overlying Mercia Mudstone 

that are at outcrop. This boundary is 

notoriously difficult to identify with all sorts 

of transitional and gradational contacts, as well 

as terrestrial unconformity and palaeo-surface 

features to deal with. 

So this image was one of many hundreds taken 

– but few were taken at this level of close up 

(hence it is a little out of focus), and relatively 

few were responsible for generating quite so 

much discussion amongst the geologists 

logging the excavation along the lines of “Is 

that what I think it is?”. The question that 

arises now of course is – was that what I 

thought it was? 

 

Image 1: Red brown Permo-Triassic sandstone 

 

Image 2: Cheirotherium? 

The scale rule at the right of the picture is 

150mm long. Copyright to this image rests 

with United Utilities. 

Views and comments much appreciated. 

KHN 
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Book review 

“Evolution of Fossil Ecosystems” 

(2nd Ed), 2012; by Paul Selden 

and John Nudds, (Manson 

Publishing).  

I came across this book at the 2012 Broadhurst 

lectures in January which took the theme of 

Chinese fossils.  John Nudds is one of the 

authors of this book and gave a paper on the 

fossils of Chengjiang, to which one of the 

chapters is devoted. Having an interest in both 

geology and ecology, the title appealed to me 

and the book has proved a fascinating read – 

though not one that easily be done cover to 

cover! 

The book describes evidence from 20 fossil 

sites for not only the evolution of life but also 

the biological environment (the ecosystem) 

within which those lifeforms evolved. Along 

the way there is also much of geological and 

mineralogical interest. 

As readers will know, the fossil record is very 

incomplete. Only a tiny percentage of plants 

and animals are preserved as fossils, and most 

fossils are of organisms with hard, mineralised 

shells, skeletons or cuticle. Very rarely, 

exceptional circumstances or conditions allow 

preservation of soft tissues, sometimes in 

environments where fossilisation rarely 

happens. This results in rock strata containing 

an unusually complete record of organisms 

living at the site. These deposits are known as 

Fossil Lagerstatten, and are particularly 

important to understanding the evolution of 

life on earth. 

The book contains a chapter for each of the 

chosen Fossil Lagerstatten (or a number of 

related sites), organised in chronological order 

from the dawn of multicellular life revealed at 

Ediacara in Chapter 1, to the Pleistocene at 

Rancho de La Brea in Los Angeles.  

Each chapter follows the same format: an 

introduction to the evolutionary context of the 

site, descriptions of the history, 

sedimentology, stratigraphy and 

palaeoenvironment, a description of the biota, 

discussion of the paleoecology and a 

comparison with other lagerstatten. At the end 

of each chapter is a list of museums to visit 

and suggestions for visiting the sites. 

I was familiar with some of these sites – the 

Ediacara evidence of first life, the Burgess 

Shales, Chengjiang, the Rhynie Chert, and the 

Herefordshire nodules (subject of a NWGA 

talk by Professor Siveter in October 2008). 

The rest were new to me and I now have a 

long list of places to visit – including another 

one to the fossil gallery at Manchester 

University Museum. 

The book is beautifully produced. Anyone 

who has struggled with Stephen J Gould’s 

book about the Burgess Shale, (“It’s a 

Wonderful Life”), with its grainy black and 

grey pictures, will enjoy the clear print and 

wealth of high quality colour photos and 

diagrams. 

Among the many fascinating facts I found in 

this book, I will just highlight my introduction 

to Taphonomy, which I now know is the study 

of how fossils are formed. I’m afraid I hadn’t 

given this much thought before except to think 

that anaerobic conditions would help to 

preserve soft tissue. I am now aware that a 

diverse range of chemical and physical 

conditions can contribute to preservation – 

from dry to wet, preservation by microbial 

films, impregnation by asphalt, hypersalinity 

and fluctuating salinity, low pH, calcium 

phosphate deposition and carbonate 

concretions, ash fall, mud slides, anaerobic 

conditions due to algal blooms etc. 

So does this book match up to its ambitious 

title? There are clearly limits to what one can 

deduce about ancient ecosystems from death 

assemblages, but bringing these different 

aspects of each site together is much more 
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illuminating than just presenting a list of 

fossils. I will be returning to this book many 

times. 

Janet Money 

Abstracts: 

NWGA / GSoL / University of Chester Meeting 

26
th

 September 2013  
“A Journey to the Burgess Shale, British Columbia, 

Canada” 

 

Since discovering geology as an Open 

University undergraduate I have dreamt of 

visiting the most famous fossil site in the 
world; The Burgess Shale.  This trip was my 

60th birthday present. 

 

 

 

The Burgess Shale was discovered as the 

result of two decisions.  The first was 

Canadian Pacific Railway chose to run their 

line through the Rockies via Kicking Horse 

Pass; the second was that the Geological 

Survey of Canada sent their most experienced 

geologist, Richard McConnell, to map the 

geology on either side of the line. Thus in 

1886, McConnell was the first geologist to 

find and collect from the Burgess Shale of Mt. 

Stephen, which overlooks the village of Field, 

British Columbia.  McConnell's report 

attracted the attention of Charles Walcott a 

palaeontologist with the United States 

Geological Survey.  Walcott eventually found 

the Phyllopod Bed Fossil Ridge, between 

Wapta Mountain and Mount Field, the main 

Burgess Shale site, in 1909, 23 years later.  

Charles Walcott's diary of 31st August 1909 

reads:  

'Out with Helena and Stuart collecting fossils 

from the Stephen Formation.  We found a 

remarkable group of Phyllopod Crustaceans.  

Took a large number of fine samples to camp.' 

The Burgess Shale, with its remarkable 

preservation of a diverse fauna with soft-body 

as well as skeletal parts was previously 

unknown.  This site and its fossils provide a 

unique insight into animal life of the early 

Cambrian Period. 

This talk will illustrate some of the history of 

the site and an overview of the fossils and how 

they changed the way the evolution of animal 

life of the Cambrian Period is understood and 

interpreted.   

Dr Jacqui Malpas 

Member’s Evening Wednesday 7th November 

2013 

“Show & tell” session – ranging from “bring a 

rock” to mini-lectures – contributions offered 

to date (perhaps sub-titled “What we did in our 

holidays”): 

“Carboniferous shallow marine and terrestrial 

Volcanism – Gullane, Scotland” – Keith Nicholls 

“Galway Granite – ancient and modern” – 

Jonathan Wilkins 

There will be a digital microscope (or two) 

available for those wishing to show features 

smaller than the usual. 
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Reports: 

North Wales Geology 

Association 

Evening Lecture 22nd May 2013 

“Palaeozoic geology of the Isle of Man – in sight 

of the suture”. Dr Bill Fitches  
 

The geology of the Isle of Man is remarkably 

similar to the geology of Ynys Mon. This 

duality was drawn out in the presentation.  

The Isle of Man is located just south of where 

the Iapetus suture (the junction between the 

tectonic plates that collided in the Caledonian 

orogeny) is believed to be, but there is no 

direct evidence to demonstrate its actual 

location. Much of the geology is best seen in 

coastal exposures of the “Manx slates”, 

typically dark in colour with rare fossils 

mostly graptolites indicating Ordovician 

through Silurian ages. These are turbidites, and 

also contain worm burrows. Some of the Manx 

Slates have layers of volcanic ash within them, 

giving Silurian (Wenlock) dates. An orthocone 

nautiloid fauna is present, but no unconformity 

between the Ordovician strata and Silurian has 

been observed. The Ordovician - Silurian 

strata demonstrate three phases of folding, 

regional cleavage and shear zones, and mostly 

low grade metamorphism but in places there is 

garnet grade metamorphism.  

Bill drew parallels with the Gwna and South 

Stack groups on Anglesey both in terms of the 

type of sedimentation and visible structures, 

with the three phases of folding evident in the 

Roscolyn area, and the presence of shear 

structures. The similarities between the two 

island’s earlier geological sequences point to a 

similar sedimentary and tectonic situation 

albeit separated in time and distance. 

Going up the geological sequence the 

similarities between the two islands continue. 

On the Isle of Man there is the Devonian Peel 

sandstone, red beds with conglomerates. The 

conglomerates contain clasts of Ordovician – 

Silurian rocks containing shelly fauna and 

therefore (possibly not locally derived) and 

clasts of limestone of similar ages. The red 

beds also contain calcretes with carbonate 

blobs formed by reprecipitation of minerals 

from rising water and possible rootlet trace 

fossils. These sediments are also folded with 

cleavage visible in some sediments and thrust 

faults with E-W trends with slicken slides and 

veins which are also folded. Again the 

similarity with the beds observed at Llygwy 

Bay on Anglesey was indicated. 

The Carboniferous rocks of the Isle of Man 

continue the parallels with Anglesey. A basal 

conglomerate rests  unconformably on top of 

the Manx slates. These are followed by black 

limestone with corals and shelly facies, again 

similar to the east coast of Anglesey. However 

on the Isle of Man there are volcanics within 

the Carboniferous sequence, with volcanic ash 

layers, agglomerates and pillow lavas in the 

limestone. The Carboniferous rocks show 

gentle tectonic folding and some cleavage with 

the east west trend typical of Variscan age 

tectonics and reactivated earlier faults.  

The Manx geology is cut by veins carrying 

copper, zinc and lead mineralisation thought to 

be linked to the granite intrusion which can be 

seen at the surface but thought to underlie 

much of the Island. Bills presentation 

concluded with the Laxley wheel a water 

wheel which powered the mine drainage 

pumps in one of mines exploiting this 

mineralisation. 

This presentation drew on the stunning 

resemblance of the geology between Anglesey 

and the Isle of Man. It certainly wetted my 

appetite for a field trip to that area sometime in 

the future. 

Cathy O’Brien 
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Field visit: 9th June 2013 

“Cadair Idris, and the Cadair Idris Volcanic 

Centre” 

 
Graham Hall of Coleg Meirion Dwyfor led a 

substantial group on a glorious summer’s day. 

This was a memorable day in the field, blessed 

with sublime weather and fascinating geology. 

Whilst the walk was challenging at times the 

variation in the igneous lithologies on display 

made the effort very rewarding. 

We saw pillow lavas of the lower basic tuff 

unit, cycles of pyroclastic ash in the Cefn Hir 

Tuffs, a minor gabbroic intrusion and a 

somewhat more substantial microgranite sill; 

and still found time to go graptolite hunting 

and haematite mineral specimen collecting in 

spoil from two old abandoned mine sites in the 

vicinity.  

 

Image 1: Gabbroic intrusive – scale bar is 

150mm, note coarse texture of the phenocrysts  

Discussion was, as is becoming customary, 

lively. Things that we considered over the 

course of the day included: 

• The role of volatiles in igneous 

melts in establishing crystal sizes. 

• The significance of Cambrian and 

early Ordovician extensional 

tectonics and its relationship to 

Iapetus subduction or Gondwana 

related rifting. 

• The field relations and diagnostic 

observations needed to 

discriminate between air fall 

pyroclastic ashes and welded 

ignimbrites. 

• The influence of possible sub-

tropical (Tertiary) weathering on 

granitic bodies and the 

geomorphological consequences. 

 

 

Image 2: Chaotic pyroclastic ash and lithic 

lapiili (often with diffuse margins) bearing tuff 

This brief write up hardly does justice to the 

day. Huge thanks are due to Graham and his 

able support crew, for allowing us to learn 

from their local knowledge. Rumour has it that 

there might be a 2014 Part II in the offing 

looking at the rocks in the upper part of the 

Cadair Idris Volcanic Centre. Watch this 

space!  

 

Image 3: Didymograptid graptolite, dimension 

from proximal to distal extremity of the stipe 

is about 3mm.  
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Image 4: Glorious June sunshine – no tricks 

with the lens – a real "U shaped" valley 

KHN 

NAHMO 
Annual Conference 28th – 31st June  

Due to other pressing commitments (ie the 

need to work) I was only able to attend the 

Saturday and Sunday Lecture Programme, 

missing the Friday evening social and event 

and Monday Field Trips. Nevertheless, the 

combined lecture programme and poster 

sessions were well worth the effort of getting 

over to Aberystwyth. 

Too much information was presented to offer a 

meaningful précis here, so I simply list the 

titles and authors of the lectures and posters 

relating to Wales and the border country. The 

affiliation or other contact details of the 

authors are given where available, and anyone 

interested enough to want to follow up should 

do so directly to the authors (or ask your 

rapporteur if you just want to see a jpeg of one 

of the posters. 

Lecture Title Author (and 

Affiliation) 

A short history of 
Penmaenmawr Quarries 

Tony Brewis 

The Minera Mine, Clwyd, 

Mining operations between 

1808 and 1813 

John Morris 

 (University of 

Bristol) 

The Neston Coalfield Phil Pritchard 

The archaeology of 

Pitchcroft Limestone Mine, 

Church Aston 

David Poyner 

 (Shropshire Caving 

& Mining Club) 

A report on the 

archaeological survey and 

excavation of a metal mine 

near to Strata Florida Abbey  

David Sables 

(University of 

Wales, Trinity St 

Davids) 

Deer, disparkment and 

diversity 

Spencer Smith 

New investigations and new 

ideas on Prehistoric-Roman 

metal mining and smelting 
in Wales 

Mark Kincey et al 

(Durham 

University) 

Managing the legacies of 

Frongoch Mine 

Paul Edwards 

(Natural Resources 

Wales) 

Recent Developments at the 

historic mines on Mynydd 

Parys, Anglesey 

David Jenkins 

(Parys Underground 

Group) 

Lead and zinc mining in 

Flintshire – the engineering 

legacy for new development 

Keith Nicholls and 

Jon Hutchinson 

(keithhnicholls@gm

ail.com) 

 

 

Poster Title Authors and 

affiliation 

Vegetation history and 

pollution records from 
former metal mining areas 

in central Wales and Ireland  

Tim Mighall et al, 

(University of 
Aberdeen) 

Stratigraphic control on lode 

productivity in Central 

Wales 

David James,  

(University of 

Wales College 

Cardiff) 

The rescue and conservation 

of a Cornish boiler from 

Tan yr Allt Mine, Talybont, 

Ceredigion 

(Simon Timberlake) 

 Welsh Mines 

Preservation Trust 

Inside mid-Triassic fluvial 

deposits in Mid Cheshire 

(Geoff Warrington) 

 University of 

Leicester 

New evidence of Roman 

Mining in Britain 

(Simon Timberlake) 

Cambridge 
Archaeological 

Trust 

A landmark of industrial 

heritage 

Calch 

 

KHN 

GeoScience Wales  

Field Meeting Monday 12
th

 July 

“Great Orme” 

 

A selection of photographic images taken 

during this well attended evening visit follow: 
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Image 1: Great turnout 

 
Image 2: Indigenous residents of the Orme 

 

 
Image 3: Bioclastic limestone with 

Gigantoproductus preserved in its life position 

 

Images courtesy of Nik Reynolds 

NEWRIGS  

Field Meeting Monday 13
th

 May 

“Nant y Garth Tufa” 

 

A group from NEWRIGS visited a proposed 

RIGS site located in a stream section near 

Ffynongroyw, Flintshire. The site is one of 

only three known active tufa forming sites in 

Wales. Carbonate enriched springs issue at a 

number of locations along the stream flanks 

associated with the boundary between the 

Gwespyr Sandstone and the Holywell Shales. 

The active carbonate deposition is seen to be 

forming in leaf litter and in topsoil and 

vegetation, with a gentle irony apparent in the 

sight of modern woodland horsetails being 

subsumed and petrified by waters bearing 

carbonate minerals derived from 

Carboniferous strata. 

 

Image 1: Roots and leaf litter in the process of 

being fossilised by calcification  

 
Image 2:Stream level outcrop of some of the 

youngest limestone in the world. 

 

Designation as a RIGS site seems certain, but 

debate may well follow as to whether SSSI 

status may be more appropriate. However, 

whilst this ecosystem is possibly unique, it is 

also extremely fragile. Not a location for 

coachloads of disinterested school children 

then, but potentially a unique opportunity for 

serious research. 

KHN 
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Dates for Your Diary: 

NWGA: Evening Lectures 

Thursday September 26th 2013 

Joint Meeting with the GSoL North West 

Regional Group and the Department of 

Biological Sciences, University of Chester 

 
Dr Jacqui Malpas (NEWRIGS & Geodiversity 

Wales) 

“The Burgess Shale” 
This meeting to be held at the University of 

Chester, Large Lecture Theatre: Binks Building, 

Parkgate Road, Chester. Tea and coffee served 

from 7PM. Talk will commence at 7:30PM. (see 

Abstract elsewhere). 

 

Wednesday 6
th

 November  2013 
“Member’s Evening” – a series of 15-20 minute 

presentations by our members and friends on all 
things loosely geological (see Abstract elsewhere) 

 

Unless noted otherwise arrangements for NWGA 

evening meetings are as follow: 

 

Pensychnant, Conwy 7:30PM (committee meeting 

before hand at 6:15PM – all members welcome to 

attend).  

 

NEWRIGS Evening Meetings  

Monday September 9
th

 2013 
 “Halkyn Mountain” with AGM in the Blue Bell 

after. 

Joining Instructions contact Ray Humphreys 

Meetings Convenor: 

curlybear100@hotmail.com 
 

Geo-Science Wales 

Thursday, 19th September 2013 

“Integrated petroleum systems & play fairway 

analysis in a complex Palaeozoic basin: Ghadames 

– Illizi Basin, North Africa” 

6PM for 6:30PM start: Royal Cambrian Academy, 

Crown Lane, Conwy, LL32 8AN 

 

Geologists’ Association (UK) 

Saturday 2nd November 2013 

 “Festival of Geology 2013” (see notice at the rear 

of this Newsletter. University College London 

Geological Society of London – 

North West Regional Group 

Wednesday 16th October 2013 
 “Reflections on the residual strength of clay soils 

with special reference to bedding control 

landslides” – Professor E Bromhead 
Renold Building, Manchester University 

Thursday 21 November 2013 

“Assessment and Design Mitigation for 

Rockfalls in Quarries” 

Thomas Clifford 
Williamson Lecture Theatre, Manchester 

University. 
 
Thursday 5

th
  December 2013 

“Underground Bridgewater Canal System 

in Northwest Manchester” 

Glen Atkinson 
Williamson Lecture Theatre, Manchester 

University 

 

Manchester Geological 

Association 

Saturday 19th October 2013 
“Mineralization and Fluid Flow in the Peak 

District” 

 Joint meeting with Yorkshire Geological 

Society 

Venue: The Dome, Devonshire Campus of the 

University of Derby, Buxton 
There will be a related outdoor meeting on Sunday 

20 October 2013 in the Derbyshire Orefield. 

 

Saturday 16 November 2013 - The Broadhurst 

Lectures 
“Geology in the Sun - The Mediterranean Islands” 

 

Wednesday 11 December 2013 

“Mining the Yard Seam in New Mills in the 18th 

and 19th Centuries” - Dr Derek Brumhead MBE 
 

Details available from the Society’s web site at: 

http://www.mangeolassoc.org.uk/indoormeetings

.htm 

 

Liverpool Geological Society 

Details available from the Society’s web site at: 

http://liverpoolgeologicalsociety.org.uk/index.php 
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International Association of 

Sedimentologists  

University of Manchester: 

2nd to 5th September 2013 

“30th IAS” 

http://www.sedimentologists.org/meetings/ims 
 

ProGEO Meeting  2013 

Newcastle upon Tyne,  

16th – 20th September 2013 
 “Geological heritage and geoconservation at the 

north western edge of Europe” 

 
Sessions will be based on the following four main 

themes  

• Geosites – recent developments, 

inventories, strategy and good practice 

• Geological heritage – conservation, 

preservation and promotion 

• Geoparks and geotourism – to include 

sustainable management policies, geosite 

exploitation as well as promotion 

• Education – local, regional, national and 
international initiatives for education 

 

Web News: 

Lyn Relph has drawn our attention to the 

interesting web site detailed below, which will 

certainly be of interest to  our  members with a 

palaeontological bent:  www.palaeocast.com 
 

Keep up to date with the Geological Society’s 

Earth Science Week planned for the 7th to the 13th 

October at: www.earthscienceweek13 

Call for Abstracts: 

QRA Annual Discussion Meeting  

2013 (Joint with RGS) 

Royal Geographical Society, London 

7-9 January 2014 
 

“QRA@50 - Quaternary Revolutions” 

Poster contributions relating to the theme of 

Quaternary Revolutions are open. Registration and 

further details at: 

http://www.qra.org.uk/meetings   

Committee Contacts: 

Chair and Website: 

Jonathan Wilkins  

Tel: 01492 583052 

wilkins@ampyx.org.uk 

Meetings Secretary: 

Dr Cathy O'Brien Tel: 

01248 484082or 07721 860420 

cathy@obrien6236.freeserve.co.uk 

Secretary: 

Judith Jenkins 

judith.sunfield@yahoo.co.uk 

Treasurer: 

Frank Buxton 

francis62@talktalk.net 

Newsletter Editor:  

Keith Nicholls 

Tel: 01352 750925 or 07442 495534 

keithhnicholls@gmail.com  or 

keith.nicholls@opusinternational.co.uk 
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Annex 1: Template    Name of Staff Member: Raymond Roberts 

Name of Stakeholder: 

Job Title: 

 

Organisation Name: 

 

 

Contact Details: (please include email 

or full telephone number) 

 

 

Sector: (circle as appropriate) 

 

Public       Private     Third Sector 

  

Have we identified the right challenges?  Are there any gaps? 

 

 

 

Knowing what we do, are there things we can do differently? 

 

 

 

How can we work better together to achieve the 7 shared outcomes? 

 

 

 

 

What are our main priorities for the future? 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Details: Ffon/Tel : 01352 706600 

raymond.roberts@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk 


